Personal and social development:

Class 10

This half term we will be working on
our PSD targets through co-active
movement, cooking, explorers club
(Lunch time) and through a choosing
station during our afternoon learning
circle. We are learning to accept physical prompt, be comforted by known
adults and to show anticipation in response to known activities and resources. As part of our weekly learning circle, we take part in pamper club
on a Thursday and learn about developing self care and independence
skills.

Whole school topic: The
stories people tell
Class topic: Interstellar
Cinderella

This half term our learning circle activities include exploring sensory recipies
such as alien slime and moon sand and
using our different sense to say if we
like or don’t like them. We will also be
using the eye gaze to demonstrate understanding of cause and effect and
exploring the sensory resources inside
Aladdin's cave.

Cognition and learning:

Communication and interaction:
This half term we will be working on
our communication and literacy targets through morning greeting, afternoon welcome dance, our story, Interstellar Cinderella and rebound. Our
topic story is an adapted version of
Interstellar Cinderella and it is a call
and response parachute song. This
means we get to work on our targets
like turning to a familiar adult or responding through vocalisations. The
story also allows us to work on our intensive interaction skills, an area that
we will be working on lots in the coming school year.

Learning circle:

Homework: Each week the adults will send
home a sensory recipe from around the
world. You could create the recipe and explore it with your family (Please send in photos). Or you could listen to / watch space
stories and experience appropriate sensory
resources.

This half term we will be working
on our cognition and learning and
maths targets through our space
Tac Pac, we will be completing this
activity in our sensory hut in the
courtyard. We will also be working
on our targets through a weekly
Gamalan session, A ‘Shabang!’ music
session and rebound. During our
Gamalan session we will be flying
around the world in our flying saucer and visiting different planets
and listening to music that we
might find there, we will also be
exploring the vibrations of the instruments as well as playing them.
Some of the planets include Mars
and Earth and we get to visit the
Moon!

